Objective: Pure ground-glass opacity (GGO) nodules have been detected with increasing frequency using computed tomography (CT). We performed a retrospective study to clarify whether lung cancer patient prognoses correlated with pure GGO nodules. We also analyzed the clinical characters of patients with pure GGO nodules to provide diagnostic guidance on lung cancer identification and treatment of patients in clinical practice.
Introduction
Lung cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide and imparts a heavy burden on the economies of both more developed and less developed countries. In 2018, 13% of male and female cancer patients were diagnosed with lung cancer for the first time, and the occurrence of lung cancer continues to increase (1) . A previous article by the National Lung Screening Trial reported that computed tomography (CT) screening could decrease the mortality associated with lung cancer and strongly Ivyspring International Publisher supported the use of low-dose helical CT in clinical screenings (2) .
Pure ground-glass opacity (GGO) nodules are important indicators of lung cancer on CT. GGO nodules are defined as hazy areas, which do not block the parenchymal structures, vessels, and airways under the nodules (3, 4) . GGO nodules are divided into two categories according to the different solid component percentages: 1) Pure GGO nodules with no solid component within the nodules and 2) Partially solid nodules with both GGO and solid components (4) . GGO nodules are not a specific manifestation of lung cancer and can also indicate other lung pathologies such as hemorrhage, inflammation, and fibrosis (5) . Several studies have reported that GGO nodules could be closely related to lung cancer prognoses. Moreover, mixed GGO nodules are considered to be more invasive when compared with pure GGO nodules (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Saji et al. proposed that the only solid nodular components other than whole tumor sizes detected with high-resolution computed tomography were associate with prognoses and malignancies (12) . The relationship of GGO nodules with prognoses remains controversial in articles published in the last decade. The association between pure GGO nodules and prognoses has been underreported, and the number of patients with pure GGO nodules in previous retrospective studies was mostly limited. Pure GGO nodules should be given more attention as an important category of GGO nodules.
In this article, we performed a retrospective study to clarify whether pure GGO nodules correlated with prognoses in lung cancer patients. We also analyzed the clinical characteristics of patients with pure GGO nodules to provide information regarding lung cancer diagnoses and treatments for patients in clinical practice.
Methods

Patients
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Provincial Hospital Affiliated with Shandong University, Shandong University, Jinan, China. Every patient in this retrospective study was provided with and read the written informed consent during hospitalization. We reviewed the materials of 1470 patients who had accepted lung cancer resection at our institution between January 2008 and June 2014 and enrolled 1422 patients in this study based on the following criteria: 1) the resected tumor was diagnosed on histopathology as lung cancer; 2) patients had underwent CT scans in our hospital for which a complete diagnostic report was found; 3) patients had a single lesion; 4) patients did not suffer from other malignant cancers except for lung cancer; 5) prior to surgery, patient did not receive other lung surgeries, chemotherapies, or radiotherapies; 6) patients did not have stage Ⅳ lung cancer; and 7) follow-up data were available. To clarify the correlation between pure GGO nodules and prognoses, patients with pure GGO nodules were selected for analysis in our study. We also reviewed materials from 404 patients who had accepted lung cancer resection at our institution between July 2014 and March 2015 to verify our conclusions. The selection criteria were the same as noted for the initial study.
Measurements
The basic information covered in our retrospective study included age, gender, and smoking status of patients collected from the admissions records. Doctors evaluated the possibility of resection according to the tumor stage, which was estimated by chest radiography and physical examination. The status of lymph nodes was determined using histopathologic examination. After the surgeries, patients were followed to get health status information each year until death or lost to follow-up. Once a recurrence and metastasis occurred, CT screening frequencies changed from every year to every half year. All CT images were read by more than two experienced doctors independently. Nodules were repeatedly measured to acquire the average diameters.
Statistical Analysis
In this retrospective study, we used the Kaplan-Meier method to estimate the overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) curves and used the log-rank test to make comparisons. Hazard ratios (HRs), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were performed, and Cox regression analyses were used to determine if the clinical variables were prognostically significant. A two-sided p-value <0.05 indicated that a variable was prognostically significant. All data were analyzed by SPSS software (version 19, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Compared with other lung cancer patients in our study, the number of patients with pure GGO nodules was still relatively small. To comprehensively analyze the prognostic significance of pure GGO nodules, we performed individual matching (1:2) by size and stage, respectively. For the size-matching group, the matching characteristics were size, age, gender, and smoking status. For the stage-matching group, the matching characteristics were tumor stage, age, gender, and smoking status. We also performed multivariate analyses on data from matched pairs of 41 patients with pure GGO nodules and 82 patients without pure GGO nodules. Moreover, subgroup analysis was also an important part of our study. We divided the enrolled patients into subgroups according to their smoking status, gender, age, pathologic diagnosis. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to study the influence of the subgroups on prognoses.
Results
Pure GGO nodules were associated with no-smoking females with adenocarcinoma.
We divided 1422 lung cancer patients who received surgery at our hospital into two groups according to whether patients had pure GGO nodules. After surgery, the median follow-up period was 45.0 months (1-100). Table 1 shows the clinical characteristics of 39 lung cancer patients with pure GGO nodules and 1383 patients without pure GGO nodules. There was no significant difference between the two groups for age (p=0.197). While we revealed that non-pure GGO nodules were associated with males (p=0.001), smoking (p<0.001), and lymph node metastases (p<0.001), we also found that most pure GGO nodules were diagnosed at earlier stage (p<0.001) and the size of nodules was smaller (p<0.001) than the other nodule types. Most pure GGO nodules were confirmed to be well-differentiated as pathologically diagnosed (p<0.001). And adenocarcinoma is the most common histology among patients with pure GGO nodules (p<0.001). Only one case in our study was found lymph node metastasis. Figure 1 shows the survival curves of the two groups. Kaplan-Meier analysis demonstrated that pure GGO nodules were significantly associated with longer PFS (p=0.046) and OS (p=0.037) in lung cancer patients, which was similar to that seen with our verification process (supplementary figure 1A-B ), and the clinical information was shown in Supplementary  Table 1 . To show the effect of pure GGO nodules on OS and PFS more clearly, we performed univariate analysis of common clinicopathologic factors for prognosis. Results in Table 2 showed smaller tumor sizes, less invasion into lymph nodes, more-differentiated tumors, and earlier stages at diagnosis were favorable predictors for PFS in lung cancer patients. A multivariate Cox model that adjusted for the pure GGO nodules, tumor sizes, lymph node invasiveness, and tumor grades and stages was performed. Our results showed that the size (HR=1.281, 95%CI 1.051-1.562, p=0.014), lymph node metastatic rate (HR=1.670, 95%CI 1.299-2.146, p<0.001), tumor grade (p=0.001), tumor stage (p=0.006) were independent prognostic factor for OS. There were no significant differences in the prognoses of patients with pure GGO nodules compared with those with non-pure GGO nodules regarding tumor stage matching analyses
Pure GGO nodules were associated with a better prognosis compared with non-pure GGO nodules
In the stage matching group, clinical characteristics of the pure GGO nodule group and the non-pure GGO nodule group were similar, as shown in Table 3 . Kaplan-Meier analyses showed that no significant differences in patient prognoses were observed in patients with pure GGO nodules compared with those that had non-pure GGO nodules (Figure 2 ). In the subgroup analyses, the age and gender subgroups showed no differences between the pure GGO nodule and non-pure GGO nodule groups for prognoses. In our verification process, results were different, Kaplan-Meier analyses showed that there were no significant differences in the OS (p=0.375, supplementary figure 1D) of patients with pure GGO nodules and those with non-pure GGO nodules. Regarding PFS, we found that patients with pure GGO nodules achieved a longer PFS (p=0.016, supplementary figure 1C ). The clinical information was shown in Supplementary Table 2 . These two results could be caused by different follow-up times. In the stage matching group, the pure GGO nodule group had a higher PFS during short-term follow-up, but there was no significant difference in OS. Figure 3A -B showed that in the non-smoking subgroup, patient prognoses in pure GGO nodule group was better than those in the non-pure GGO nodule group. In the female patient subgroup, the PFS of patients with non-pure GGO nodules was shorter compared with those with pure GGO nodules (p=0.029, Figure 4A-B) . Among the female non-smoking subgroup, the histology of pure GGO nodules and non-pure GGO nodules was similar, and most of those patients were diagnosed as adenocarcinoma. However, in this subgroup, most pure GGO nodules were diagnosed at earlier stages (p<0.001), had a lower pathologic grade (p<0.001), smaller nodules (p=0.006), and no lymph node metastases compared with the non-pure GGO nodules. 
Non-smoking female patients with lung cancer were more likely to have adenocarcinoma
Discussion
GGO nodules are an important CT manifestation found in clinical practice. Pure GGO nodules were thought to indicate well-differentiated lung tumors and predict good prognoses in some previous case reports. In our study, most of pure GGO nodules were found in the early stages of the disease, and there was less lymph node invasion compared with other lung cancer nodules. The prognoses were similar between lung cancer patients with pure and non-pure GGO nodules, as previously reported. It has been shown that pure GGO nodules took longer to double in size compared with mixed GGO nodules and solid nodules (13, 14) . Park et al. reported no recurrences or metastases after 24 months in a patient who had a pure GGO nodule resected. There was also no significant difference in the prognoses in terms of tumor size (15) . However, our study showed that tumor size played an important role in prognoses. Because most lung cancer patients with pure GGO nodules were in earlier disease stages, and had smaller tumor sizes compared with those without pure GGO nodule, both earlier disease stages and smaller tumor sizes are thought to predict a better prognosis as reported in a previous article (16) . Therefore, follow-up periods should be longer when wanting to clarify the correlation between pure GGO nodules and prognosis. The follow-up time in our study was 100 months, which was five times longer than that of the study by Park et al. Takatoshi Aoki reported that about 10-25% of pure GGO nodules increase in size or gradually become solid nodules (17) . Although, there was a published article which described invasiveness and malignant potential of pulmonary lesions presenting as pure GGO nodules and reported 12% of examined patients with pure GGO were diagnosed as invasive cancers. Besides, it was commonly considered that the pure GGO nodules were more stable than those with mixed GGO nodules (18) . However, our results showed that prognosis of patients with pure GGO nodules was not as good as we had expected in the long-term follow-up stage matching study; there was no significant difference in the tumor stages between pure GGO nodule group and non-pure GGO nodule group. While at the short-term follow-up visits, the pure GGO nodule group had a higher PFS. Although there was no difference in long-term prognoses in the stage matching study, in the short-term, the pure GGO nodule group had a longer PFS compared with the non-pure GGO nodule group. One hypothesis was that GGO nodules were not specific signs for lung cancer. The opacity in the CT images increased because cells and fluid-filled part of alveolar lumen and air was partially decreased (4). Thus GGO nodules also can indicate another lung disease such as inflammation, fibrosis, and edema (13) . Inflammation was also thought to play an important role in the occurrence and development of tumors. Some markers of inflammation were confirmed to be associated with poor prognoses (19) . In addition to these diseases, some GGO nodules were in unstable, which can lead to a worse prognosis. Mao et al. reported no differences were seen between the lesions that were not invasive and those that were invasive regarding shape, size, and window when the Pearson X 2 test was used for analysis. It is still hard to distinguish the malignant nodules and well-differentiated nodules by size on CT image (20) .
The female non-smoking subgroup was the most concerning of the two subgroups in our study. Oh et al. reported that during a follow-up period, female patients with GGO nodules were at a greater risk of having a poor prognosis compared with those that did not have GGO nodules (21) . Most malignant GGO nodules were diagnosed as adenocarcinoma as previous articles reported (22) (23) (24) . Adenocarcinoma also accounts for a large percentage of lung tumors in female patients (25) . The facts mentioned above can explain why pure GGO nodules indicate good prognoses in female patients as opposed to male patients. Smoking status is the dominant factor influencing prognosis in the univariate analysis of our study. An interesting caveat is that in the non-smoking subgroup, the prognosis of patients with pure GGOs significantly differed from that of patients without pure GGO nodules. A retrospective study looked at 5-year survival in non-smoking lung cancer patients compared with smokers and found that smoking was a predictor of an unfavorable prognosis. Although the mechanisms of how smoking influenced the prognosis of lung patients were not clear, some hypotheses were formed. Smoking was shown to impair both local and systematic immunity by reducing the actions of T and B lymphocytes, and NK cells. Moreover, smoking also can also cause peripheral blood leukocytosis (26) .
There were some limitations in our study. First, because our study was retrospective, an inherent bias was unavoidable. Future prospective studies should be considered, and patient characteristics should be considered to create detailed projects that can minimize bias. Second, the number of patients with pure GGO nodules in our study was small because of the relatively low use of CT screening in the past few decades. Meanwhile, the incidence of pure GGO nodules was reasonably low when compared with solid nodules. Therefore, larger studies are warranted in the future.
In conclusion, as a subgroup of GGO nodules, pure GGO nodules predict a better prognosis in lung cancer patients. For the first time, we showed that when comparing lung patients with similar stage nodules, although there was no difference in long-term prognoses, in the short term, patients with pure GGO nodules had longer PFS. In clinical practice, it is important to consider the correlation between pure GGO nodules and improved prognoses.
Abbreviation
GGO: Ground-glass opacity; HRs: Hazard ratios; CIs: Confidence intervals; CT: Computed tomography; OS: overall survival; PFS: progression-free survival.
